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Human Growth Hormone and Pituitary Gonadotropin Therapy The transmission of CJD prions from contaminated human growth hormone
(hGH) preparations derived from human pituitaries has been responsible for fatal cerebellar disorders with dementia in >180 patients ranging in age from 10 to 41 years. These patients received injections of
hGH every 2–4 days for 4–12 years. If it is thought that these patients
developed CJD from injections of prion-contaminated hGH preparations, the possible incubation periods range from 4 to 30 years. Only
recombinant hGH is now used therapeutically so that possible contamination with prions is no longer an issue. Four cases of CJD have
occurred in women receiving human pituitary gonadotropin.
VARIANT CJD
The restricted geographic occurrence and chronology of vCJD raised
the possibility that BSE prions had been transmitted to humans
through the consumption of tainted beef. More than 190 cases of
vCJD have occurred, with >90% of these in Britain. vCJD has also
been reported in people either living in or originating from France,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Saudi Arabia, United
States, Canada, and Japan.
The steady decline in the number of vCJD cases over the past decade
argues that there will not be a prion disease epidemic in Europe, similar to those seen for BSE and kuru. What is certain is that prion-tainted
meat should be prevented from entering the human food supply.
The most compelling evidence that vCJD is caused by BSE prions
was obtained from experiments in mice expressing the bovine PrP
transgene. Both BSE and vCJD prions were efficiently transmitted to
these transgenic mice and with similar incubation periods. In contrast
to sCJD prions, vCJD prions did not transmit disease efficiently to
mice expressing a chimeric human-mouse PrP transgene. Earlier studies with nontransgenic mice suggested that vCJD and BSE might be
derived from the same source because both inocula transmitted disease
with similar but very long incubation periods.
Attempts to determine the origin of BSE and vCJD prions have
relied on passaging studies in mice, some of which are described above,
as well as studies of the conformation and glycosylation of PrPSc. One
scenario suggests that a particular conformation of bovine PrPSc was
selected for heat resistance during the rendering process and was
then reselected multiple times as cattle infected by ingesting prioncontaminated meat and bone meal (MBM) were slaughtered and their
offal rendered into more MBM. Variant CJD cases have virtually disappeared with protection of the beef supply in Europe.
NEUROPATHOLOGY
Frequently the brains of patients with CJD have no recognizable
abnormalities on gross examination. Patients who survive for several
years have variable degrees of cerebral atrophy.
On light microscopy, the pathologic hallmarks of CJD are spongiform degeneration and astrocytic gliosis. The lack of an inflammatory
response in CJD and other prion diseases is an important pathologic
feature of these degenerative disorders. Spongiform degeneration is
characterized by many 1- to 5-μm vacuoles in the neuropil between
nerve cell bodies. Generally the spongiform changes occur in the
cerebral cortex, putamen, caudate nucleus, thalamus, and molecular
layer of the cerebellum. Astrocytic gliosis is a constant but nonspecific
feature of prion diseases. Widespread proliferation of fibrous astrocytes is found throughout the gray matter of brains infected with CJD
prions. Astrocytic processes filled with glial filaments form extensive
networks.
Amyloid plaques have been found in ~10% of CJD cases. Purified
CJD prions from humans and animals exhibit the ultrastructural and
histochemical characteristics of amyloid when treated with detergents
during limited proteolysis. In first passage from some human Japanese
CJD cases, amyloid plaques have been found in mouse brains. These
plaques stain with antibodies raised against PrP.
The amyloid plaques of GSS disease are morphologically distinct
from those seen in kuru or scrapie. GSS plaques consist of a central
dense core of amyloid surrounded by smaller globules of amyloid.
Ultrastructurally, they consist of a radiating fibrillar network of amyloid

fibrils, with scant or no neuritic degeneration. The plaques can be distributed throughout the brain but are most frequently found in the cerebellum. They are often located adjacent to blood vessels. Congophilic
angiopathy has been noted in some cases of GSS disease.
In vCJD, a characteristic feature is the presence of “florid plaques.”
These are composed of a central core of PrP amyloid, surrounded by
vacuoles in a pattern suggesting petals on a flower.
CLINICAL FEATURES
Nonspecific prodromal symptoms occur in approximately a third of
patients with CJD and may include fatigue, sleep disturbance, weight
loss, headache, anxiety, vertigo, malaise, and ill-defined pain. Most
patients with CJD present with deficits in higher cortical function.
Similarly, psychiatric symptoms, such as depression, psychosis, and
visual hallucinations, are often the defining features of the illness.
These deficits almost always progress over weeks or months to a state
of profound dementia characterized by memory loss, impaired judgment, and a decline in virtually all aspects of intellectual function. A
few patients present with either visual impairment or cerebellar gait
and coordination deficits. Frequently the cerebellar deficits are rapidly
followed by progressive dementia. Visual problems often begin with
blurred vision and diminished acuity, rapidly followed by dementia.
Other symptoms and signs include extrapyramidal dysfunction
manifested as rigidity, masklike facies, or (less commonly) choreoathetoid movements; pyramidal signs (usually mild); seizures (usually
major motor) and, less commonly, hypoesthesia; supranuclear gaze
palsy; optic atrophy; and vegetative signs such as changes in weight,
temperature, sweating, or menstruation.
Myoclonus Most patients (~90%) with CJD exhibit myoclonus that
appears at various times throughout the illness. Unlike other involuntary movements, myoclonus persists during sleep. Startle myoclonus
elicited by loud sounds or bright lights is frequent. It is important
to stress that myoclonus is neither specific nor confined to CJD and
tends to occur later in the course of CJD. Dementia with myoclonus
can also be due to AD (Chap. 448), dementia with Lewy bodies (Chap.
448), corticobasal degeneration (Chap. 448) cryptococcal encephalitis
(Chap. 239), or the myoclonic epilepsy disorder Unverricht-Lundborg
disease (Chap. 445).
Clinical Course In documented cases of accidental transmission of CJD
to humans, an incubation period of 1.5–2 years preceded the development of clinical disease. In other cases, incubation periods of up to 40
years have been suggested. Most patients with CJD live 6–12 months
after the onset of clinical signs and symptoms, whereas some live for
up to 5 years.
DIAGNOSIS
The constellation of dementia, myoclonus, and periodic electrical
bursts in an afebrile 60-year-old patient generally indicates CJD.
Clinical abnormalities in CJD are confined to the CNS. Fever, elevated
sedimentation rate, leukocytosis in blood, or a pleocytosis in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) should alert the physician to another etiology to
explain the patient’s CNS dysfunction, although there are rare cases of
CJD in which mild CSF pleocytosis is observed.
Variations in the typical course appear in inherited and transmitted
forms of the disease. fCJD has an earlier mean age of onset than sCJD.
In GSS disease, ataxia is usually a prominent and presenting feature,
with dementia occurring late in the disease course. GSS disease presents earlier than CJD (mean age 43 years) and is typically more slowly
progressive than CJD; death usually occurs within 5 years of onset.
FFI is characterized by insomnia and dysautonomia; dementia occurs
only in the terminal phase of the illness. Rare sporadic cases have been
identified. vCJD has an unusual clinical course, with a prominent
psychiatric prodrome that may include visual hallucinations and early
ataxia, whereas frank dementia is usually a late sign of vCJD.
DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS
Many conditions mimic CJD. Dementia with Lewy bodies (Chap. 448)
is the most common disorder to be mistaken for CJD. It can present

